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Modeling of Nitrogen oxides (NOx) using WRF and CAMx on the area of Sisak County
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Introduction
The goal of this work was to investigate the possibility of predicting nitrogen oxides (NOx) concentration with coupled models WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) and CAMx
(Comprehensive Air quality Model with extensions) on a regional scale (Sisak County). The simulations were done for period of 10 days in February 2008. taking into account
emissions from line sources (traffic), point sources (industrial combustion processes) and complex area sources (EMEP).

WRF meteorological model:
- accepts synoptic mesoscale data from global
forecasting or re-analysis systems (GFS,
NCEP) at degree resolution, and use dynamic
downscaling with multiple levels of nesting to
a resolution of 1 km and hourly results for all
data fields. The resulting meteorological data
fields are provided as input to CAMx.

CAMx:

Emissions:

Traffic only

Point sources plus complex area sources

◊ Traffic

Gridded emissions for
CAMx (traffic) - hourly grids,
with GIS based
Line sources, traffic description (traffic
counting, fleet composition, EMEP/
CORINAIR EF Tier 1 (EMEP/EEA
Emission Inventory Guidebook, 2009)
Point sources only

◊ Point sources
From Pollution Registry (ROO,
source: Environment Agency AZO) plus hourly emissions fof two
large point sources in City of Sisak
(INA, HEP).

◊ Complex area sourcesEMEP (all sectors)

Conclusion and further work
The performed simulations indicate that combination of WRF and CAMx models can be used for NOx concentratation prediction on a regional scale. The results of CAMx model and its uncertainty
depend on uncertainties in underlying meteorology, inputs for model photochemistry, boundary and initial conditions as well as in input emission data: ROO data (questionable positions of some point
sources, missing source parameters such as exhaust temperature and velocity, accuracy of reported emissions); uncertainty in traffic data; lack of data on temporal emission variations; unknown NO2/
NOx ratio in emission data), etc. Therefore, a further work needs to be directed to an input data refinement (point sources, traffic and other sorces emissions), two –way domain nesting (dynamic
boundary conditions/background concentrations), monitoring data assimilation and validation on a longer simulation period.

